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Abstract
Powerful tools could help users explore and maintain domain specific documentations, provided
that documents have been semantically annotated. For that, the annotations must be sufficiently
specialized and rich, relying on some explicit semantic model, usually an ontology, that represents the semantics of the target domain. In this paper, we learn to annotate biomedical scientific
publications with respect to a Gene Regulation Ontology. We devise a two-step approach to annotate semantic events and relations. The first step is recast as a text segmentation and labeling
problem and solved using machine translation tools and a CRF, the second as multi-class classification. We evaluate the approach on the BioNLP-GRO benchmark, achieving an average 61%
F-measure on the event detection by itself and 50% F-measure on biological relation annotation.
This suggests that human annotators can be supported in domain specific semantic annotation
tasks. Under different experimental settings, we also conclude some interesting observations: (1)
For event detection and compared to classical time-consuming sequence labeling approach, the
newly proposed machine translation based method performed equally well but with much less
computation resource required. (2) A highly domain specific part of the task, namely proteins
and transcription factors detection, is best performed by domain aware tools, which can be used
separately as an initial step of the pipeline.

1

Introduction

As is mostly the case with technical documents, biomedical documents, a critical resource for many
applications, are usually rich with domain knowledge. Efforts in formalizing biomedical information
have resulted in many interesting biomedical ontologies, such as Gene Ontology and S NOMED CT.
Ontology-based semantic annotation for biomedical documents is necessary to grasp important semantic
information, to enhance interoperability among systems, and to allow for semantic search instead of plain
text search (Welty and Ide, 1999; Uren et al., 2006; Nazarenko et al., 2011). Furthermore, it provides a
platform for consistency checking, decisions support, etc.
Ideal annotation should be accurate, thus requiring intensive knowledge and context awareness, and
it should be automatic at the same time, since expert work is time consuming. Many efforts have been
made in this field, from named entity recognition (NER) to information extraction (Ciravegna et al.,
2004; Kiryakov et al., 2004), both in open domain (Uren et al., 2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Mihalcea and
Csomai, 2007) and particular domains (Wang, 2009; Liu et al., 2011). Most cases of NER or information
extraction focus on a small set of categories to be annotated, such as Person, Location, Organization,
Misc, etc. Such a scenario often requires a special vocabulary, and generally benefits much from a
limited set of linguistic templates for names or verbs. These restrictions can be widened by linguistic
efforts in recognizing relevant forms, but they are the condition of accuracy.
With the increasing importance of ontologies in general or in specific domains1 , annotating a text
regarding to a rich ontology has become necessary. For example, the BioNLP ST’11 GENIA challenge
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Page numbers and proceedings footer
are added by the organisers. Licence details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
For instance, the OBO site lists 130 biological ontologies. The NASA publishes SWEET, a set of 200 small ontologies
dedicated to earth and environment. The ProtegeOntology Library lists around 90 items.
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task involved merely 10 concepts and 6 relations, but BioNLP ST’13 GRO task concerns more than 200
concepts and 10 relations. Some ontology-based annotating systems exist and include SemTag (Dill et
al., 2003), DBpediaSpotlight (Mendes et al., 2011), Wiki Machine (LiveMemories, 2010). However,
each of them is devoted to a particular ontology, for instance, Stanford TAP entity catalog (Guha and
McCool, 2003) for SemTag and DBpedia Lexicalization Dataset2 for DBpediaSpotlight. Hence, these
existing systems cannot be directly used to reliably annotate biomedical domain, which is the case of the
present work. To this end, the challenge that we focus on is semantic annotation of texts in a particular
technical domain with regards to a rather large ontology (a large set of categories), which comes with
its technical language and involves uses of concepts or relations that are not named entities. In this kind
of use cases, one can get some manual expert annotations, but generally not in large quantity. And one
has to learn from them in order to annotate more. This paper experiments on a set of biological texts
provided for the BioNLP GRO task3 . Since our approach is solely data-driven, it can be directly applied
to obtain helpful annotation on legal texts governing a particular activity, formalization of specifications
and requirement engineering, conformance of permanent services to their defining contracts, etc.
The task at hand is described in section 2, together with the main features of the GRO ontology used in
the experiments. We consider here a classical pipeline architecture. The subtasks are recast as machine
translation and sequence labeling problems, and standard tools are used to solve them. The first layer
is based on domain lexicons and is not our work. Our tools are applied to the detection of relations
and events4 . Section 3 presents experiments, results and comparisons on the annotation of event terms.
Section 4 presents experiments in detecting relations and completing event terms with their arguments.

2

A Pipeline Approach to Ontology-Based Text Annotation

The GRO task (Kim et al., 2013) aims to populate the Gene Regulation Ontology (GRO) (Beisswanger
et al., 2008) with events and relations identified from text. We consider here automatically annotating
biomedical documents with respect to relations and events belonging to the GRO.
GRO has two top-level categories of concepts, Continuant and Occurrent, where the Occurrent branch
has concepts for processes that are related to the regulation of gene expression (e.g. Transcription,
RegulatoryProcess), and the Continuant branch has concepts mainly for physical entities that are involved
in those processes (e.g. Gene, Protein, Cell). It also defines semantic relations (e.g. hasAgent, locatedIn)
that link the instances of the concepts.
The representation involves three primary categories of annotation elements: entities (i.e. the instances
of Continuant concepts), events (i.e. those of Occurrent concepts) and relations. Mentions of entities in
text can be either contiguous or discontinuous spans that are assigned the most specific and appropriate
Continuant concepts (e.g. TranscriptionFactor, CellularComponent). Event annotation is associated with
the mention of a contiguous span in text (called event trigger) that explicitly suggests the annotated event
type (e.g. “controls” - RegulatoryProcess). If a participant of an event, either an entity or another event,
can be explicitly identified with a specific mention in text, the participant is annotated with its role in the
event. In this task, only two types of roles are considered, hasAgent and hasPatient, where an agent of
an event is an entity that causes or initiates the event (e.g. a protein that causes a regulation event), and
a patient of an event is an entity on which the event is carried out (e.g. the gene that is expressed in a
gene expression event) (Dowty, 1991). Relation annotation is to annotate other semantic relations (e.g.
locatedIn, fromSpecies) between entities and/or events, i.e. those without event triggers. An example
annotation is shown in Figure 1.
The annotation of Continuant concepts has been considered for a long time and has well established
methods relying on large dictionaries. GRO task has provided these annotations and only evaluates events
and relations detection, including the triggers of events. We produce the annotation in two steps. The first
step takes as input a biological text and the corresponding Continuant concepts and produces Occurent
concepts (event triggers and their types). We provide two different formalizations of this problem: one
2

http://dbpedia.org/Lexicalizations
accessible on http://2013.bionlp-st.org/tasks
4
“Event” is taken here in a biological sense, which may not fit to the state-event-process distinction or other linguistic views
3
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Figure 1: Example annotations from the GRO corpus (Kim et al., 2013).
as a named entity recognition problem, and the other as a machine translation problem. The second step
takes as input the text and both Continuant and Occurrent concepts (predicted in step 1) and predicts
relations between them. Relations are either: (a) an “event argument role” relation (hasAgent, hasPatient) between an Occurent concept and another concept, or (b) one of a small set of predefined relations
between two concepts that do not involve trigger words (encodes, hasFunction, locatedIn, precedes, hasPart, resultsIn, fromSpecies, startsIn, endsIn)5 We formalize this problem as a multi-class classification
problem and solve it using a discriminative maximum-entropy classifier.

3

Step One: Event Annotation

In this step, event triggers (continuous span of text) are identified and given a label from the Occurrent
concepts (98 label in total). We formalize this task as text segmentation and labeling, and compare two
approaches to solve it: named-entity recognition approach and machine translation approach.
3.1

Event detection as named-entity recognition

A direct formalization of the event detection task is as named-entity recognition (hence named NER4SA).
The NER task is to locate and classify elements of text into pre-defined categories. In our case, the elements are contiguous segments representing biological events, and the categories are their corresponding
ontology-based occurrent labels. Conditional random fields (CRF), which represents the state of the art
in sequence labeling, are widely used for NER (Finkel et al., 2005). This is mainly because they allow for
discriminative training benefiting from manually annotated examples, and because of their ability to take
the sequential structure into consideration through the flow of probabilistic information during inference.
Here, the input sequence x = (x1 , ..., xn ) represents the words, and the output sequence y = (y1 , ..., yn )
represents the corresponding labels. The labels we use are the ontology-based Occurrent corresponding
to events, combined with a segmentation marker in order to capture annotations possibly spanning multiple words. These markers are ‘B’ for beginning of event, ‘I’ for inside an event and ’O’ for outside an
event.
CRF is powerful in allowing for a wide range of features to be considered in the model. However,
it rapidly becomes time and memory consuming when incorporating wide-range dependencies between
labels. Therefore, in our experiment, we use a linear-chain CRF (bi-gram label dependency) with features
including the current word as well as prefix and suffix character n-grams up to length 2. We compare
two label schemes, one containing the ‘B’, ‘I’, and ‘O’ markers (called BIO) and a simpler ‘I’, and ‘O’
scheme (called IO).
Table 1 summarizes the results using the following settings: the training data and half of the development data from GRO task is taken to train CRF models, and the rest half development data is taken as test.
We use the Stanford NER recognizer for the implementation 6 . The performance of the system varies
significantly from an event trigger to another. For example, “GeneExpression” is well characterized and
relatively easily detected as indicated by an F-measure of 88%, while “Disease” has a very bad recall
resulting in a low F-measure of 21%. The majority of triggers such as “BindingToProtein” and “PositiveRegulation” lie in the middle. “RNASplicing” was not recognized at all, which is partially due to its
5
6

Not all these relation types are present in the training and development data.
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Trigger
BindingToProtein
Disease
GeneExpression
PositiveRegulation
RNASplicing
Localization
CellDeath
RegulatoryProcess
Aggregated

Precision
IO BIO
0.86
0,67
0.85
0.79
0.00
0.00 0.50
1.00 1.00
0.69 0.75
0,76 0.77

Recall
IO
BIO
0.60
0.13
0.92
0.61
0.00
0.00 0.13
0.33 0.67
0.39 0.39
0,43 0.44

F-measure
IO
BIO
0.71
0.21
0.88
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.50
0.80
0.50
0.51
0.556 0.563

TP
BIO
18
2
23
30
0
0
1
1
2
9
9
136 138
IO

IO

1
0
4
42

FP
BIO
3
1
4
8
1
1
0
3
41

FN
BIO
12
14
2
19
4
8
7
2
1
14
14
175 173
IO

Table 1: Event detection as NER results. TP is for true positive, FP for false positive, and FN for false
negative.
small number of occurrences in the data. On the aggregated class of (all) event triggers, the best result
is obtained using the BIO scheme: 56.3% F-measure with a precision of 77% but with a weaker recall
(44%). However, as given in the first block of Table 1, in most of the case IO and BIO schemes resulted
in a comparable performance for triggers such as “BindingToProtein” and “Disease”. But there are three
cases (second block of Table 1) where a more fine-grained representation BIO slightly outperformed the
basic IO representation. These results suggest that the segmentation scheme is of little importance for
the performance of NER4SA.
3.2

Event detection as phrase-based SMT

In this section, we model the semantic annotation of specialized documents as a phrase-based statistical
machine translation task (hence named SMT4SA). This modeling provides a potential advantage compared to the CRF approach due to its capacity to recognize (possibly complex) phrases as the relevant
textual units to translate (annotate for our task). However, it is more difficult to incorporate arbitrary
features into the model. The simple idea in SMT4SA is to consider an initial unannotated text as if it was
written in a “foreign” language, and the annotated text as the target “translated” text. Formally speaking,
two sentences hs1 , s2 i are given in two languages L1 and L2 : L1 is English and L2 = L1 ∪ V oc(O) is
the union of English and the vocabulary of the ontology V oc(O) used as semantic tagset.7 We say that
s2 is an annotated version of s1 if it is obtained by replacing some sequences of English words in s1 by
elements of V oc(O) as shown in the following Table 2.
Language L1 :

The corresponding gene was assigned to chromosome

14q31, the same

region where genetic alterations have been associated with several
abnormalities of thyroid hormone response.

Language L2 :

The corresponding TTGene was assigned to TTChromosome, the same
region where genetic alterations have been associated with several
abnormalities of TTOrganicChemical TEResponseProcess.

Table 2: L1 and L2 languages (TT and TE escapes mark entities and events)
Several steps are performed in order to construct a phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003a). Word
alignments are first computed from paired sentences, then phrase pairs are extracted such that no word inside the phrase pair is aligned to a word outside it; these extracted phrase pairs are stored in a phrase table
with a set of features quantifying their quality. Such features include the conditional translation probability typically computed as normalized phrase frequencies in the corpus. One the system is trained,
the translation process is carried out as a search for the best target sentence under a log-linear scoring
function that combines several features. The scaling parameters of this function are tuned discrimina7
To differentiate elements of V oc(O) and the plain English vocabulary, names from O are preceded by an escape character
sequence in V oc(O).
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tively to optimize the translation performance on a small set of paired sentences. Given a sentence to be
translated, it has to be segmented into phrases which are then individually translated, and last reordered
to fit the typical order of the target language. Applied to semantic annotation, the translation relation is
monotonic (i.e. involves no reordering) and many elements are identical to their translation. The training data we use provides one-to-one correspondence between the words and their label which allows
us to compute exact word alignments between source and target sentences. The possibility to produce
good annotations when plain lexical information is ambiguous relies on the learning algorithm and the
projection of its results on the text, inasmuch it takes the context into account for disambiguation. Note
also that the model accounts for tokens which must not be annotated (they are learned to be identically
translated). SMT systems typically incorporate a language model (LM) which helps selecting the most
probable annotated sentence from the large set of possibilities, and the phrase table functions as a sophisticated dictionary between the source and target languages. We use the KenLM language model Toolkit
(Heafield et al., 2013) to train a language model for our experiments. To construct the phrase table we
use the relatively simple but effective method defined in (Koehn et al., 2003b) but we use exact word
alignment which we compute separately. The decoding is done by a beam search as implemented by
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). To localize the precise positions of semantic annotations predicted, we use
the translation alignment between the two texts provided at the word level in the output of Moses. For
example, giving “15-14 16-14” in the alignment for a sentence means that the 15th and 16th words in the
original are replaced by the 14th word in the translated file. If the 14th word belongs to V oc(O), such as
T T Gene, the concept Gene is the semantic label associated to the 15th and 16th words of the original
text.
3.2.1

Evaluation

We performed several experiments in order to discover which information helps obtaining the best accuracy. The input and output languages are called respectively L1 and L2, and varying these languages is
the mean to focus on different subsets of the annotations. Due to the presence of Continuant annotations
(c-annotations for short) in the input, the vocabulary of both L1 and L2 is extended beyond natural language in most experiments – this is more the case for L2 than it is for L1. ‘Event trigger annotation’ is
henceforth abbreviated as et-annotation. For evaluation, two measures are used, one less requiring than
the other: a positive annotation has either the same label and the same endpoints as a reference label
(exact match), or at least one of these criteria is satisfied (‘AL1 match’), provided that the positions,
at least, intersect. The results are summarized in Table 3. In Table 3, ‘expe1’ is the main experiment,
working exactly in the conditions proposed by the reference task: L1 has c-annotations and L2 has both
c-and et-annotations. It can be compared to the aggregated results in table 1. Some variants have been
made to separate the role of different factors. In ‘expe2’, L1 has no annotations at all and correspond
to the raw input text, and L2 has everything, i.e., c- and et- ones. The expe2-a line gives a global result
of evaluating the prediction of c- and et-annotations together: F-measures is 0.16 points below ‘expe1’,
which is an important loss. However, computing the scores separately for the two kinds of annotation
in the L2 language refines the view : the c-annotations (expe2-c line) are much worse than the et-ones
(expe2-b line), which have only lost .03 points with respect to ‘expe1’. From this, we conclude that
c-annotations in L1 (as used in ‘expe1’) do not help much to learn et-annotations.
Analyzing the conditions of ‘expe2’, it can be seen that including the c-annotations from the references
in L2 provide helpful information via the inverse probabilities used as a feature in the phrase table. So we
made two more experiments to check each type of annotation by itself. In ‘expe3’, L1 is the unannotated
text and L2 has only c-annotations. A slight improvement is observed on the F-measure of AL1 relative
to ‘expe2-c’, while the exact case gets the same score. In fact, Moses suggests 20% more annotations but
the ratio of true positive is worse. In ‘expe4’, L1 is the text and L2 has only et-annotations. The results
are 0.02 points below ‘expe1’ and close to ’expe2-b’, which proves that knowing c-annotations does not
help us much to detect events triggers in this setting (note that c-annotations are used to detect events
arguments in the next section). It also clearly shows that c-annotations are much harder to learn and that
dictionaries or similar lexicon-based methods are more suitable.
The following experiments, namely ‘exp5’ and ‘exp6’ have no annotations in L1 compared to ‘expe4’
25

expe1
expe2-a
expe2-b
expe2-c
expe3
expe4
expe5
expe6
The headers
#ref
#mo
#MP
#PG
#LG

#ref
314
1229
313
916
916
313
313
313

#mo
301
869
328
541
647
329
242
306

#MP
250
734
248
468
533
253
204
246

#PG
215
520
210
310
334
217
175
210

nbr of annotations in the reference
nbr of annotations in moses output
nbr of matches (meeting pairs)
nbr of position-good matches
nbr of label-good matches

#LG
209
594
214
391
444
213
174
204
#PLG
#AL1
FPL
FAL1

#PLG
188
476
190
286
310
191
158
181

#AL1
236
638
234
415
468
239
191
233

FPL
0.61
0.45
0.59
0.39
0.40
0.60
0.57
0.58

FAL1
0.77
0.61
0.73
0.57
0.60
0.74
0.69
0.75

nbr of exact (pos- and lab-good) matches
nbr of matches with at least one good attribute
Fmesure - exact case
Fmesure - at least one case

Table 3: The results of experiments on event detection as phrase-based SMT.
but only et-annotations in L2. In these experiments we use factored translation models (Koehn and
Hoang, 2007) as implemented in Moses. Factors allow for incorporating supplementary information, in
addition to the actual words, into the model. A simple analysis suggests that being an event term could
be correlated to the nature of the word (favored by being a verb) or to the kind of dependency it enters in.
We therefore added part-of-speech tags and grammatical dependency labels, computed from dependency
trees, to L1. In ‘expe5’, the three L1 factors are compared altogether to L2 while in ‘expe6’ they are
compared independently (and successively) to ‘expe6’. In the first case, the performance drops by .03 to
.06 points compared to ‘expe4’. The second case has small effects on the two F-measures. Finally, using
factor models in our settings does not improve the recognition of event terms.
To summarize, using c-annotations in L1, c- and et-annotations in L2 provides the best result, slightly
better for et-annotations alone than if c-annotations are omitted. In these settings, et-annotation reaches
a precision of 62% and a recall of 59% in the exact case (78% and 75% in the approximate one). We find
60% of exact positives; nearly 40% of the obtained annotations are not exact. Among these annotations,
15% captured at least one characteristic.
The predicted annotations obtained by both NER4SA and SMT4SA are then supplied to the next step
in the pipeline. This second step in which relations and event arguments are computed is discussed in
the next section.

4

Step Two: Relations and Event Arguments Annotation

In the second step of the pipeline, we take the output of the first step, namely the detected events, and we
predict their arguments. We also predict other relations in the text.
The essential difference between the extraction of relations and that of event arguments is that relations
link exactly two locations in the text while events link a variable number of locations and are supported
by triggers. Nevertheless, we use a unified representation for both events and relations. A relation is
a labeled link between two elements in the text. Examples of relation labels include ‘locatedIn’ and
‘fromSpecies’. An event is a set of labeled relations between the event trigger (detected in step 1 of the
pipeline) to an event argument which is another element of the text. Event-to-argument relations are
labeled either ‘hasAgent’ or ’hasPatient’. Therefore, the problem of relation extractions boils down to a
multi-class classification problem of candidate links. A candidate link involves two c- or et-annotations
and is labeled by the biological relation name in the first case, or by an event argument role when its
source is an event trigger. Note that the same event trigger may have several agent or patient roles.
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4.1

A multi-class classification approach

For each candidate link between two elements of the text, we predict a label among ‘none’ (which
indicate no link), ’hasAgent’, ’hasPatient’, ’locatedIn’, etc. Although we use the same representation for
both event arguments annotation and relation annotation, we use two distinct multi-class classifier. The
first classifier locate the arguments of each detected event and identify their roles. Event arguments can
be Continuant concepts or other events. The second classifier extracts and label relations between any
two concepts which can be Continuant or events. We perform these two tasks independently and combine
their predictions afterward. For event arguments annotation: for each detected event, we assign one of
the labels ‘hasAgent’, ‘hasPatient’, ‘no-relation’ to all other entities. Similarly for relation annotation:
for each pair of c- or et-annotations we predict a label which is either the label of the binary relation or the
special label ‘no-relation’. We use an implementation of a maximum-entropy classifier called Wapiti8
(Lavergne et al., 2010). The set of features we used contains lexical and morpho-syntactic features
extracted from the pair of entities in question. This include their lexical identities as they appear in the
document as well as the ontology labels assigned to them. We also include the part-of-speech tags of
involved words. Additionally, we include positional features such as the distance between the words
in the document, computed as the number of words separating them, as well as their relative positions
indicating which word precedes the other in the text. Furthermore, we use compound features resulting
from combining pairs of the individual features.
4.2

Evaluation

The reference result has much more ’No’ than ’Yes’, and labeling randomly while respecting the proportion would give a good score for the No. So in the evaluation the numbers of true positives, false positives
and false negatives only account for ’Yes’ answers. The criterion is an exact match (label and position)
at each end of the link. Table 4 gives the results for the relations appearing in our test set. The number
of occurrences of each relation in the reference is pointed out. Except for the sparse ‘hasFunction’, the
precision is at least 57% and higher for relations which have the greatest number of occurrences. For
recall, however, only ‘fromSpecies’ relation has an important recall.The mean precision is 80% and the
mean recall is 37%, which yields a F-measure of 50%.
Relation
locatedIn
encodes
hasPart
fromSpecies
hasFunction

# of occurrences
182
46
178
172
24

Precision
0.73
0.57
0.77
0.90
0.20

Recall
0.26
0.21
0.26
0.69
0.08

F-measure
0.38
0.31
0.39
0.78
0.12

Table 4: Detection of relations
The annotation of events presents seemingly more difficulties than relations: the precision is at best
60% for a much higher number of occurrences. The recall has the same order of magnitude for the agent
role, and is better for the patient role which has twice more occurrences. The mean precision is 58%,
and the mean recall is 36%. In the pipeline evaluation presented in the next section, errors due to event
recognition will accumulate with errors proper to relation annotation.
Class
hasPatient
hasAgent

# of occurrences
562
258

Precision
0.61
0.46

Recall
0.43
0.20

Table 5: Detecting arguments of events
8

http://wapiti.limsi.fr
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F-measure
0.50
0.28

5

Pipeline Evaluation

The pipeline evaluation compares the relations and events obtained at the end of the pipeline to the
reference. We have implemented the algorithm defined in the task description, and applied it to one
unused half of the development data. In this evaluation, the data consist in 175 documents for training
(of which 25 are reserved for Moses for tuning) and 25 for testing.
Event detection
NER4SA
SMT4SA
SMT4SA ∪ NER

Events
Pr Rc F1
.20 .10 .13
.14 .13 .13
.16 .22 .19

Relations
Pr Rc F1
.80 .30 .44
.80 .30 .44
.80 .30 .44

Pr
.44
.32
.29

Both
Rc
.19
.21
.26

F1
.26
.25
.27

Table 6: Pipeline precision, recall and F-measure using strict matching for the NER4SA and SMT4SA
approaches for event detection, and for their combination.
Relation detection has roughly the same figures as in table 4. The combination of event detection
and arguments annotation obtains the same F-measure for both detection methods proposed, so the 5%
point advantage of the second when tested out of the pipeline disappears here. Interestingly, using a
combination (union) of the outputs of the NER and SMT approaches results in improvements in recall
(and f1) over each approach in isolation.

6

Related work

Some effort has been dedicated to the recognition of ontology concepts in biomedical literature. This includes TextPresso (Muller et al., 2004) and GoPubMed (Doms and Schroeder, 2005). These approaches
are based on term extraction methods to find the ontology concepts occurrences, together with some
terminological variations. Systems like (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2007) and FACTA (Tsuruoka et al.,
2008) collect and display co-occurrences of ontology terms. However, they do not extract events and
relations of the semantic types defined in ontologies. For event and relation extraction, (Klinger et al.,
2011) use imperatively defined factor graphs to build Markov Networks that model inter-dependencies
between mentions of events within sentences, and across sentence-boundaries. OSEE (jae Kim and
Rebholz-Schuhmann, 2011) is a pattern matching system that learns language patterns for event extraction. Most similar to our work, is the TEES 2.1 system (Björne and Salakoski, 2013) which is based on
multi-step SVM classifiers that learns event annotation by first locating triggers then identifying event
arguments and finally selecting candidate events.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a pipeline for annotating documents with domain sepcific ontologies
and tested it on the BioNLP’13 GRO task. The two-step pipeline gives a flexible modeling choice, and
is realized by different inner components. For the first step, the sequence labeling and phrase-based
statistical machine translation approaches are applied. And we conducted detailed experiments to test
different settings, from which we can conclude the following findings: (1) For the event recognition task,
NER4SA, much computationally expensive due to its model complexity, did not result in higher scores
than SMT4SA in terms of F-measure. It did give better precision, however at the expense of the recall.
This shows that SMT4SA is a good practical modeling method for the task. (2) For SMT4SA, the extra
features added by factored learning did not boost the system much, which means that a basic setting
can capture the essential quality of the system. (3) For the relation detection based on the output of the
pipeline, we obtained reasonable scores for events and relations. Interestingly, NER4SA, SMT4SA, or
their combination did affect the detection of events, but not relations which is step-one independent. And
the combination has had a better performance.
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